Accumulation of species-specific amino acid replacements that cause loss of particular protein functions in Buchnera, an endocellular bacterial symbiont.
Endosymbiotic bacteria live in animal cells and are transmitted vertically at the time of the host's reproduction. In view of their small and asexual populations with infrequent chances of recombination, these endocellular bacteria are expected to accumulate mildly deleterious mutations. Previous studies showed that the DNA sequences of these bacteria evolved faster than those of free-living bacteria. In this study, we compared all the ORFs of Buchnera, an endocellular bacterial symbiont of aphids, with those of 34 other prokaryotic organisms and estimated the effect of the accelerated evolution of Buchnera on the functions of its proteins. It was revealed that Buchnera proteins contain many mutations at the sites where sequences are conserved in their orthologues in many other organisms. In addition, amino acid replacements at the conserved sites are mostly changes to physicochemically different amino acids. These results suggest that functions and conformations of Buchnera proteins have been seriously impaired or strongly modified. Indeed, extensive loss of functional motifs was observed in some Buchnera proteins. In many Buchnera proteins mutations were not detected evenly throughout each molecule but tended to accumulate in some functional units, possibly leading to loss of specific functions. As Buchnera has an unusual and limited gene repertory, it is conceivable that the manner of interactions among its proteins has been changed, and thus, functional constraints over their amino acid residues have also been changed during evolution. This may account for the loss of some functional units only in the Buchnera proteins. We obtained evidence that amino acid replacements in Buchnera were not always deleterious, but neutral or, in some cases, even positively selected.